An Educational Program to train Architects at the “IEZUKURI GAKKOU,” a Creative Program Committed to the Requirements of Societies, Its Practice and Continued Efforts

IEZUKURI GAKKOU

A nonprofit organization, Iezukuri no Kai has been providing various kinds of opportunities to those who are involved in designing and building houses for the purpose of disseminating good quality housing by professional architects. In addition, we started managing a 4-year school named, “Iezukuri Gakkou,” since 2009. We welcome and re-educate those people who are already working in architectural offices, building offices, or who have just started their own offices, in our school. We aim to let them find their own theme and values by providing them with modern themes in diverse ways, and at the same time, we strive to develop those architects who have passion and courage, and are tough-minded enough to make a living as architects.